A sufficient condition is given on the growth of certain entire functions which guarantee a certain rate of convergence of the error in approximating reciprocals of a class of entire functions by reciprocals of polynomials under the uniform norm on the positive real axis.
Theorem 1 [1, Theorem 7] . Let /(z) = 2r=oazcz*> ao > 0 and ak > 0 ik > 1) be an entire function of zero order satisfying the assumptions that (1) l<limsuploflofM ( 
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(log M(r))/(log r)A+1 < (log r)a+t/(log r)A+1, and we may choose e so that a + e < A + 1. Then clearly we have
which contradicts (2) . On the other hand the limit in (1) may not imply (2) . For example let oo 7n
It is easy to calculate for
Hence it is natural to ask whether one can get (3) under the only assumption z->oo log log r From this we get for all r > r0(e),
/(r) = Af (r) > exp((log /-)"-).
On the other hand we know from (8) and (11) that 00 (14) 2 akrk < exp(-C2n^A+i'').
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Hence from (12), (13) and (14) we get, with a little manipulation, for all x > r, From (15) and (10) we obtain for all x > r, <16> ° < 5^ -/j? < m < ^cc,(4'-M^).
where C3 is a suitable constant. By choosing e such that a -e > A + e, we fll 1 1 V/n _ «^oo\||/(x) 7£(x) L^O.oo)-/ I would like to thank the referee for his suggestions.
